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Worried about your tight dissertation deadline?

We all have to go through cruel and uncompromising deadlines sometime or the other in our sad
little lives. But few can be more threatening and frustrating than working on your dissertation with, a
tight deadline, breathing down your neck. But there is no point in fretting and sweating about it and
like they say when the going gets tough the tough get going. And here are few tips to help you get
going!

Here are ten tips to help you with your dissertation project

1.	Organize all the material youâ€™ve gathered for your dissertation such as audio recordings, reference
books, hurriedly jotted down notes, video clips, statistical data, newspaper articles and even scraps
of paper you mightâ€™ve written on.

2.	Convert all the audio or video recorded data into text copies. Most students prefer hiring
transcription firms or you can sit and start to meticulously type out the recordings way ahead of your
dissertation submission date, to avoid last minute jitters.

3.	Go on the net every other day to and keep yourself updated bout your topic as the more current
data or statistical facts you add about your subject, the more brownie points you get.

4.	Make sure that you have a backup of every word you type out or any data you store.

5.	Donâ€™t use multiple storage devices like half a dozen pen drives or DVDs , as chances are you
might miss, forget or misplace it before the D day.

6.	Try to get a sample dissertation project or ask your seniors and get hold of one, it can act as a
guide and give you a thumbnail sketch for your dissertation.

7.	Or simply go on the net and try and find out if you are not sure of what a problem statement or
hypothesis exactly means.

8.	Join discussion forums, create discussion threads, join social networking sites and interact with
people who are also working towards a doctorate, it can help you brainstorm and also keep your
batteries charged in the long journey towards your doctorate.

9.	Reward yourself anytime youâ€™ve successfully chanced upon a book or site that is treasure mine on
your subject, or recorded that interview without a hitch.

10.	And finally the happier you are the more creative you can get and the more creative you are the
better the quality of your dissertation. So focus on being happy and feeling light. Good luck!
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